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ROAD FREIGHT

Using an established network
of high quality subcontractors,
we concentrate on delivering
complementary solutions that
meet time definite deadlines.
Full Truck Load

Dangerous Goods

Visibility

Our full truck load service enables buyers

As a chemical vertical specialist, Warrant

Ingot offers exceptional track and trace

to maximise cubic capacity and minimise

Group has vast experience in handling

functionality, with real time first screen

logistics costs per unit.

dangerous goods.

filtering and a built in navigation panel that
complements its user friendly GUI.

Less than Full Truck Load

Equipment

(Groupage)

To meet specific product requirements

It possesses both documentation and

Our groupage service caters for small order

Warrant Group’s trailer pool availability

invoicing upload attributes and a full

quantities from multiple vendors where

includes:

reporting menu.

utilised space is the key cost parameter.
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Express Box

Account Management

Our road freight product carries two distinct

n

Mega

Road freight is an industry where timely

offerings:
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Tilts

communication and accurate information is

n

High Cube

considered a must, not a “nice to have”.

n

GOH

Express
Our dedicated express service enables

We are in constant dialogue along the

clients to respond quickly to changing

Strategic Partnerships

supply chain to ensure we deliver a

situations and meet essential deadlines.

Subcontractors are selected for their

transparent and problem free service.

frequency of service, on-time performance,
Normal

communication skills and documentation

We take a stringent approach to KPI’s and

Warrant Group’s normal A-B service attracts

abilities.

have a tailored suite of detailed milestones

clients who achieve high factory production
yields to order book values.

on which results are recorded.
Our strategy is to partner like minded hauliers
where commitment to operational excellence

IMPLEMENTATION

is fully aligned with our own ethos.

Warrant Group’s implementation handbook
provides robust governance on procedure

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES

and process irrespective of project scale

Standard operating procedures are updated

or complexity. Implementation plans and

monthly and available online, they act

schedules are defined so work streams can

as a key component in monitoring global

be formed and milestone dates set.

processes.
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